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Abstract 

Context-awareness is a prominently desired featurein computing systems. Smartphones, smart cards or tags, 
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increasing every day. This enables the collectionof a large amount of data about users, systems, and 
physicalenvironment. With such data available to be leveraged, contextawarenesswill soon become a necessity. 
Such type of data collectionhappens most frequently in sensing applications enabled bywireless sensor network 
(WSN) devices. This paper discusses theconcept of context for sensing applications, specifically related toCyber 
Physical Systems (CPS). The paper highlights key aspectsof context and its definition. This paper proposes, to the 
bestof the author 19s knowledge, the first programming approach tobuild context-aware applications for WSN-
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Abstract—Context-awareness is a prominently desired feature
in computing systems. Smartphones, smart cards or tags, wear-
ables, sensor nodes, and many other devices enable a system to
compute context for different users and environment. With ever
increasing advances in hardware for such devices, the interactions
with users are increasing every day. This enables the collection
of a large amount of data about users, systems, and physical
environment. With such data available to be leveraged, context-
awareness will soon become a necessity. Such type of data collec-
tion happens most frequently in sensing applications enabled by
wireless sensor network (WSN) devices. This paper discusses the
concept of context for sensing applications, specifically related to
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS). The paper highlights key aspects
of context and its definition. This paper proposes, to the best
of the author’s knowledge, the first programming approach to
build context-aware applications for WSN-based CPS. This paper
provides a proof of concept for a framework to detect, manage
and deploy context-aware applications.

Index Terms—Cyber Physical System, Wireless Sensor Net-
work, Context Awareness, Dynamic Reconfiguration, Adaptabil-
ity, Middleware

I. INTRODUCTION

Sensors are used to monitor events in their environment for

various applications such as healthcare, structural monitoring,

data centers, agriculture, process and production industry etc.

A network of such devices, commonly known as Sensor

Network, is able to collect data and exchange processed

information with other devices to provide new services to

the user. With evolution in technology, the devices in sensor

network became more advanced to collect data, communicate

over wireless network, and process the data into useful infor-

mation. This has significantly changed the way computation

and communication of the data happens, particularly, in the

so-called Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN)s. WSN devices

with sufficient processing and storage capabilities enable the

user to perform sensing related tasks over an extensive period

of time. In addition, WSN also enable different interactions

between the environment and the user.

Such WSN devices are prominently used in Cyber Physical

Systems, specially in Industrial CPS. For example, in a ware-

house smart RFID tags are used to keep track of the movement

of an object. Motion sensors in a production plant can allow

efficient HVAC operations across occupied areas in real time.

Such complex use cases with WSN-bsed CPS already exist [1].

In the recent years, there has been efforts to enable efficient

use of WSNs in industrial CPS domains such as Manufacturing

Automation, Process Automation, Production Management,

etc.

Internet

Zigbee

6LowPAN

Ethernet

RFID

Fig. 1: WSN in Industrial CPS

Due to the broad potential, there has been tremendous

progress to enable these WSN-based CPS. On the hardware

front, the devices are powerful enough to execute and process

multiple tasks with help of various onboard sensors. Protocols

such as Zigbee and 6LoWPAN allow devices to communicate

without the Internet [2], [3]. On the software front, many

solutions are available for users to write applications [4], [5].

Such progress also yields an increase in expectations from

the industry. An easier way to program the applications and

better interactions with other devices are desired. Several

research works have been carried out towards satisfying such

expectations in various scenarios [6], [7].

On the other hand, Cyber Physical Systems have become

much more pervasive and ubiquitous. A single device can col-

lect different type of sensor data such as location, temperature,

motion, etc. Such semantic expansion of data allows for a

better understanding of the ecosystem. It is possible to deduce

various contexts and also adapt based on such deductions. This

is generally known as Situational-Aware or Context-Aware

Computing.

This paper discusses how context-awareness can be enabled

in CPS, especially with help of WSN devices. The paper

also proposes novel programming solutions and operational

framework, which allows the user to leverage such property.



This work examines the requirements and essential design

features for such programming solutions.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the

concept of context awareness and its relevance. Section III

discusses possible programming solutions and their features

to enable context awareness. Section IV presents the imple-

mentation of the proposed programming solution. Section V

evaluates the implementation and examines the benefits of

those proposed features. Section VI discusses relevant work

and Section VII provides a conclusion and future direction for

this work.

II. CONTEXT-AWARENESS

Context awareness [8] can help in building a true pervasive

Cyber Physical System. It can anticipate the needs of a

user/environment and act accordingly. This is an effort to free

everyday users from manually configuring a system for all

possible needs. A simple example of context-awareness can

be found in the Cyber Physical Production Systems [9]. In

production systems context can change depending on the type

of product, time, temperature, etc. For example, a cooling liq-

uid is used to control temperature of manufacturing machines,

which is supplied based on the temperature detected by the

sensors. However, some adaptation is required based on the

time taken by cooling process and change in the temperature.

There can be complex scenarios where type of the product

being manufactured may also affect the cooling process. Such

a cooling application is using a wide variety of contexts to

provide this service.

Context itself has multiple definitions in different use

cases [10]–[12]. The definition by Abowd et al. [13] is the

closest to a desired operational definition for this work. The

context can include information related to three aspects of the

ecosystem:

• User such as location, motion, nearby users, etc.

• System such as applications, connectivity, energy, nearby

devices, etc.

• Physical Environment temperature, time, noise, etc.

With help of information about these three aspects, Context

can be defined. Especially in the case of WSNs, precise data

extracted from sensor devices can help in defining the context

for the system.

Definition: Context is the information that can be used to

characterize the situation of the ecosystem. A Context can

be determined based on information from a person, place or

object that is relevant to the users and their applications.

Once a context is determined for that system, it is possible

to execute certain applications which satisfy the user needs

for that particular context. Such context-awareness can help

in anticipating the changes in the ecosystem and adapt itself

accordingly.

To better understand the need for Context-Awareness, let

us consider a manufacturing line at a production plan using

multiple robotic arms. Both arms are capable of performing

operations for various products. From time to time, the arms

may need to perform operations in series or parallel, as shown

in the figure below.

Fig. 2: Use case for context-awareness

The operations performed by these arms may require dis-

tinct configurations for multiple contexts. One type of product

may require both arms to work together while another may

require one arm to perform operation before another arm. In

another instance, only one arm may be required for a certain

operation. Also time of the day may play certain role, as during

certain hours required productivity might be higher. All these

configurations can be provided by the user in advance and as

the context changes, the arms may adapt by itself.

This use case is used just to introduce the intuition of

context-awareness, but the basics for context can exist in many

other foreseeable scenarios. Some relevant research work for

the similar application already exists [14].

There can be multiple ways to provide context-awareness. In

principle, the system needs to determine context with changes

occurring in the user, system or physical environment. Once

the context is determined, the system must decide on which

applications to execute for a particular context. Once the set

of desired application is identified, these applications must be

deployed across various mobile devices and sensing nodes.

Fig. 3: Adapt applications for different contexts

To determine the context, the system needs to collect the

data from all the devices and perform regular computation

on the collected data. In the case of WSN devices, this

computation can be a set of simple rules on the sensing data.

More complex methods, such as machine learning, may be

required to recognize more detailed information about user,

system or physical environment. For example, information

about the social activity of a user may require complex



methodologies to determine such context. However, this work

concerns mostly with WSN devices. The context-awareness in

this work is achieved using a set of specific rules applied to

the data collected from WSN devices.

III. CONTEXT-AWARE PROGRAMMING (CAP)

To support context-awareness, it is important to provide

the user with appropriate tools to write the applications.

There have been many efforts to provide better programming

support for users [15], including some support for adaptation

in WSN [7]. The main goal of such programming approach

should be to let the user express the desired goals without re-

quiring knowledge about specific resources. Resource-agnostic

programming and mobility of applications over resources can

support context-awareness.

In addition to enhancing the programming, it is important

to develop a better understanding of the context. This can be

achieved by defining the context for different scenarios related

to security, energy, communication, user behavior, etc.. For

any system, these context scenarios can change with time or

multiple scenarios can exist at the same time. To adapt to new

context scenarios the system must take actions. These actions

can be the deployment of new applications across the network

or re-configuration of an existing application for a different

resource.

This paper proposes a declarative approach to program user

applications, named Context-Aware Programming (CAP). In

this approach, a user can write self-contained blocks of code,

which can process a predefined type of input and provide a

certain type of output. We draw upon three essential features

from existing state of the art and propose an approach to bring

these together.

• Abstraction allows the user to write code without worry-

ing about low-level details.

• Modularity allows the user to write code that is reusable

in modules to provide specific functions.

• Mobility allows the user to write code which can be

moved around the network across any suitable device.

To understand these features in a better way, let us take a

look at a simple example for HVAC operation shown in Figure

4. Application A takes input from the two temperature sensors

and provides the average temperature as output. Application

B checks for user presence using the input from a motion

sensor and the average temperature from Application A, and

if conditions are satisfied actuation for appropriate heating

or cooling takes place. Application A is deployed on one of

the temperature sensors and Application B is deployed on the

actuation device for the HVAC. There are two motion sensors

available which can be used by Application B.

Fig. 4: Features for Context-Aware Programming

Assume the motion sensor provided by the wearable device

becomes unavailable in the network, either due to low energy

levels or connectivity. Application B can still use another

motion sensor available via the smartphone. In order to accom-

modate this change, the code for Application B must not be

bound to the hardware address of one motion sensor. The user

should be able to write the required input without specifying

each device to be used, but just the input data required. This

is where Abstraction feature is required for CAP. Similarly,

the complete HVAC application to detect user presence and

calculate an average temperature could be written all together,

and usually would be done in that way using traditional WSN

programming tools such as Contiki. However, dividing this

objective into two self-contained applications provides the

ability to change the input sensors for one application of

the whole objective without interrupting another application.

Modularity helps in providing such ease of access for the

system. In another scenario, one of the temperature sensors

hosting Application A may become unavailable in the network.

In that case, Mobility allows the system to deploy Application

A on the other device such as the smartphone to get the

temperature as an input.

Abstraction, Modularity, and Mobility, altogether enable

the user to write applications for different contexts. When

a context change occurs, the system can make appropriate

adaptations without any manual configurations by the user.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to implement CAP, this work takes inspiration

from some of the existing implementations for programming

support in WSN. This work is an adaptation of such im-

plementations towards achieving a solution to accommodate

context-awareness in mobile sensing systems. One of such

prime inspirations for this work is T-Res [7].

T-Res is an abstraction for programming applications,

specifically designed for the Internet of Things. In T-Res, each

application (i.e. T-Res Task) consists of four components as

following:

• Input Source (/is) collects input data from other devices

for the T-Res Task.

• Processing Function (/pf) is the code to process input for

the T-Res Task itself.

• Output Destinations (/od) is the destination devices where

output of T-Res Task is posted.



• Last Output (/lo) stores the most recent output generated

by T-Res Task.

IPV6 based URI addresses are used to assign Input and

outputs to /is and /od. A compiled file T-Res Task is provided

to /pf. T-Res uses CoAP operations such as Put, Get, Post and

Observe to perform these actions.

TABLE I: T-Res task with its components and CoAP methods

Tasks Sub-resources Possible actions CoAP methods

Task Name input sources (/is) fetch/update GET, PUT, POST

processing function (/pf) fetch/update GET, PUT

output destinations (/od) fetch/update GET, PUT, POST

last output (/lo) fetch/observe GET

T-Res is able to keep input and output parameters separate

from the application code. This is an extremely useful feature,

which is used to implement CAP as well. T-Res has similar

abstraction between the code written by the user and devices to

be used for the code. Another example of similar separation is

PyFuns [16], which also inspired the implementation of CAP.

CAP strives to provide the three features altogether for

context-awareness: Abstraction, Modularity and Mobility.

CAP is divided into three components as shown in Figure 5,

Application Manager, Resource Administrator and Context

Manager. The Context Manager collects information on the

context and compiles a list of applications associated with

each context. The Application Manager collects code from

the user for each application and also keeps track of active

applications. The Resource Administrator deploys the code to

host devices, assigns the input and output devices and keeps

track of any changes in the system.

CAP is implemented using Python and Django program-

ming languages. The code for applications is written in nesc

by the user, similar to T-Res and many other popular pro-

gramming solutions. Due to its popularity, nesc allows familiar

users to use CAP without learning another new programming

language or syntax. CAP utilizes multiple Python scripts to

iterate through the code provided by the user. CAP adds

additional flags to the nesc code and compiles the binary file

to be deployed on the devices using CoAP operations. With

help of these flags across the code, whenever there is a context

change, the code can be recompiled and deployed again for

the appropriate resource. However, these actions are performed

autonomously by CAP to assure continuous execution of the

applications, without intervention from the user. CAP utilizes

an open source library txthings [17], to provide support for

the CoAP operations in Python.

A. Context Manager

The Context Manager is enabled by a set of Python

scripts named context-dict, context-input and context-track.

These scripts altogether keep track of every context and the

applications associated with each context. For an application

to be associated with a context, it must have been already

created using the Application Manager. A context is created

using dictionary data type in Python. Each context has four

keys:

• id is used for identification using an integer value.

• group denotes the ranking of individual context, which is

used to resolve conflicts between multiple contexts.

• applications contains a list of all associated applications.

• triggers is a list of items which can affect the context,

such as output of devices, application, or user inputs. A

separate list is created with the conditions for each of

these triggers.

With help of these, the scripts are able to detect and inform

other components about a change in context.

B. Application Manager

The Application Manager utilizes a web form to collect

code from the user for each task.This form is built using

Django and has a backend in Python to refresh the list of

applications. This form has four input fields: input, output,

host and code.

• Input is the type of input required for the application.

User can perform an abstract selection from all the

available resources using a dropdown list. There is no

need to provide an address or details of a particular

device, just the type of resource is required. For example,

if there are two temperature sensors, three motion sensors,

and one pressure sensor available for the user, the web

form will show the user a drop down menu with just three

choices: temperature; motion and pressure.

• Output is the output destination for the application. It is

similar to the Input field.

• Code is the nesc code written in an abstraction similar to

T-Res.

• Host is the devices where the Code will be executed. It

is similar to the Input and Output field.

These four fields are enough to complete an independent

application. Sometimes more information about the devices

may be required such as time bounds, spatial limits, etc.

C. Resource Administrator

The Resource Administrator is also enabled via Python

scripts, which also provide automated CoAP operations (such

as PULL, PUSH, GET, and OBSERVE). As shown in Figure

5, Resource Administrator creates and regularly updates two

tables. First table is about status of all the devices available

and resources provided by those devices.1

After the user submits an application via the provided web

form by the Application Manager, the Resource Administrator

takes decisions on which resources to use to host the code,

take input and provide the output. It creates a dictionary with

the list of acceptable resources for each decision, using the

first table. If any of these lists are not created or are empty,

the framework notifies users that the desired resources are

not available. Once the decision is finalized, the Resource

Administrator creates a second table with these decisions, as

shown in Figure 5.

1From here on resource defines ”sensing resource” per device, e.g. a
smartphone has multiple resources such as temperature, location, motion, etc.
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Fig. 5: Components of Context-Aware Programming

Every time any of the tables is updated, the Resource

Administrator will execute the CoAP operations to deploy the

code on the selected host device and assign the input and

output devices using the URI addresses. For this it will choose

one of the options from each list with a predefined-criteria and

keep the selection saved for future references.

h o s t d e v i c e = r e s o u r c e [ h o s t t y p e ] [ a v a i l a b l e ]
i n p u t d e v i c e = r e s o u r c e [ i n p u t t y p e ] [ a v a i l a b l e ]
o u t p u t d e v i c e = r e s o u r c e [ o u t p u t t y p e ] [ a v a i l a b l e ]
a s s i g n ( i n p u t u r i , i n p u t d e v i c e )
a s s i g n ( o u t p u t u r i , o u t p u t d e v i c e )
a s s i g n ( c o d e u r i , open ( code ) . r e a d ( ) )
p o s t ( t a s k u r i , ” S t a r t ” )

Listing 1: CoAP operations to assign resources.

The CoAP operations such as PUT and POST are executed

to deploy the selections and run the task, respectively. The

GET operation is executed to make sure that selections are

made correctly, as it returns the status of each resource. This

can be seen in Listing 1, where resource is the dictionary

with lists of all acceptable resources. The host, input and

output are selected from this dictionary. The functions assign

and post refer to the CoAP requests for PUT and POST

respectively. The status of every assigned resource is changed

from available to active.

h o s t s t a t u s = c h e c k r e s o u r c e ( h o s t u r i , h o s t d e v i c e )
i n p u t s t a t u s = c h e c k r e s o u r c e ( i n p u t u r i , i n p u t d e v i c e )
o u t p u t s t a t u s = c h e c k r e s o u r c e ( o u t p u t u r i , o u t p u t d e v i c e )
i f h o s t s t a t u s != ” A c t i v e ” or i n p u t s t a t u s != ” A c t i v e ”

or o u t p u t s t a t u s != ” A c t i v e ” :
a p p l i c a t i o n . r e s t a r t ( )

Listing 2: Check status of resources.

As the application is deployed and execution starts, the Re-

source Administrator updates the status of all active resources

regularly. This is done by performing GET operations via the

Python function checkresource, as shown in Listing 2. At any

point, if any operation returns with an error, the framework

will once again execute the process to allocate resources.

However, this time it will use another available resource for

the corresponding error received earlier.

V. WORKING DEMONSTRATION

This work was tested using the TinyOS [5] and TelosB

sensor nodes. For the demonstration, a simple HVAC system

as an example is considered. There are four TelosB nodes as

shown in Figure 6. The functions of each node is as follows:

• Mote 1 acts as a border router node

• Mote 2 acts as a host temperature sensor node

• Mote 3 acts as a input temperature sensor node

• Mote 4 acts as an output heating actuator node

Both sensor nodes 2 and 3 can measure the same physical

parameter. The host sensor node 2 takes input from the sensor

node 3, divides the input values in half and provides output

to the actuator node 4.

Router

Temperature 

Sensor

Temperature

 Sensor

Heating 

Actuator

Task

CoAP

Instructions

Output

Input

Fig. 6: Four nodes with a simple HVAC application

In T-Res, these three devices have to be connected by a

PUT request of CoAP. The compiled code of the task is also

deployed using another PUT request to the uri path of host

node 2. To complete the deployment, a POST request to host

node 2 is required. In T-Res the user is required to issue all

these CoAP requests via the Copper CoAP [18] user agent for

Firefox. In CAP, the user can provide the same code using the

application form provided by the Application Manager. The

Resource Administrator takes care of all CoAP operations.

TABLE II: Status table during operation

Application Halve Task Running

Code halve.c Sent

Host coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:2]/tasks/halve Active

Input Source coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:3]/sensor Active

Output Device coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:4]/actuator Active



As soon as user submits the application, the CAP will return

the user with a success message for the deployment and a table

with status of nodes being used for the current deployment II.

This table is refreshed regularly via performing GET requests

in the backend. A time bound for those request can also be

provided by the user. User may also force a refresh via options

provided by CAP.
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Output
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(a) Input Node Failure (b) Host Node Failure

Fig. 7: Four nodes with a simple HVAC application

A. Change in Context

In this example we take a look at a change in context due

to energy failure. it is demonstrated the actions of CAP on

failure of two nodes, host and input, respectively as shown in

Figure 7. First, let us assume that after some time of operation,

input sensor node 3 fails due to battery depletion, causing

a switch in context as shown in Table III. The CAP will

automatically reinitialize the deployment by substituting the

node 3 with node 2. The Resource Administrator performs

PUT request for input source as node 2. After this, normal

execution of the application resumes. This new status is

represented in Table IV. The sequence of operations is shown

in the diagram in Figure 8.

TABLE III: Status table with failure status

Application Halve Task Halted

Code halve.c Running

Host coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:2]/tasks/halve Active

Input Source coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:3]/sensor Inactive

Output Device coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:4]/actuator Active

In a second case, host sensor node 2 may fail instead of

the input sensor node 3. In that case, the CAP will reinitialize

the deployment by substituting the node 2 with node 3 as

host node and assign itself as the input source as well.

Once again, this would be done by Resource Administrator,

which performs two PUT requests for both code and input

respectively.

TABLE IV: Status table after redeployment

Application Halve Task Running

Code halve.c Sent

Host coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:2]/tasks/halve Active

Input Source coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:2]/sensor Active

Output Device coap://[aaaa::200:0:0:4]/actuator Active

As we see in above example the user is not required to

intervene as the system was able to detect the context change

and adapt to that. Our implementation builds on top of the

support provided by T-Res, and extends it to support context-

awareness. Many features of the extension can be further

developed to enhance the context-awareness. For example the

time-bound for refresh on status table can be pre-defined by

the user or can be deduced by algorithms for better resource

management.

VI. RELATED WORK

Building programming abstraction for WSNs is a major

research direction. There has been significant contribution

towards macroprogramming, to name a few of them are

Regiment [19], Abstract Task Graph [20], Profun [21] and

Pyot [22]. Some of these efforts are limited to WSN devices

while others try to support mobile devices as well.

Regiment is a functional reactive programming model,

which treats the outputs of sensor nodes as Streams [19]. A

programmer can write functionalities based on these streams

instead of worrying about the nodes. There are some basic

functions such as rmap, rfilter, and rfold to operate on these

streams. The streams can be combined into groups which are

called regions. Due to a functional approach, the regiment

provides a high level of accuracy in performance.

While Regiment is a Functional approach, Abstract Task

Graph (ATaG) is a data driven approach. In ATaG, every

application is divided into three declarations: Abstract Tasks,

Abstract Data and Abstract Channels. Abstract Tasks represent

the type of processing in any application, Abstract Data

represents the type of data handled by the applications and

Abstract Channel associates the task declaration with data

declaration. Using these declarations any application can be

described by a model and then that model can be instantiated

any number of times throughout the sensor network. ATaG

provides abstraction because the number and the placement

of the application can be determined at compile or run time

according to the target devices.

The above mentioned efforts do not take into account the

diversity of the devices included in possible scenarios. Increase

in the mobile devices bring in a number of new challenges

such as in network processing, heterogeneity of software and

hardware platforms, resource management, etc. There are other

recent contributions that try to contribute towards solving

these challenges. Nano-CF [23] is another framework which

supports in-network processing and concurrent application that

share same resources. It batches multiple applications together

to optimize the resource and network usage.

Python-based framework (PyoT) [22], aims for the coordi-

nation of activities of a group of IoT agents based on CoAP.

These are namely discovery, monitoring, and storage. Pyot

also aims to coordinate triggering of devices and their data.

PyoT focused on sensing and actuation by hiding communi-

cation details as objects and supports in-network application

processing through T-Res. For task distributions, a message-

oriented middleware (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol
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Fig. 8: Sequence Diagram for CAP

standard) has been used. This is intended to provide scalability

and interoperability. There is no clear performance results on a

number of supporting nodes or network data throughput. PyoT

does not support group abstractions of 6LoWPAN and CoAP

which can decrease overall performance of WSN. PyoT is also

vulnerable for security issues due to CoAP implementation,

that does not support Datagram Transport Layer Security

(DTLS).

Python-based framework for ubiquitous networked sensors

(PyFUNS) [16], is built based on PyMite facilitates reprogram-

ming of virtual machines. That provides ease in application

level programming by abstracting low level and networking

functionalities. PyFUNS modifies network parameters accord-

ing to its application counterpart and calibrates the network en-

ergy efficiency. PyFUNS is restricted to ContikiOS application

level reconfigurations. The confined RESTful architecture i.e.

the CoAP protocol does not offer transportation layer security

and interoperability. The support of IPv6 and CoAP protocol

nearly saturates the RAM of WiSMote, that restricts PyFUNS

usage in complex tasks. Moreover, the trade-offs between

energy consumption with script execution time, and saturation

of RAM with communication failures were not studied.

Another contribution with similar focus is Code in the

Air [6]. CITA enables programmer to write re-usable code

which can be deployed in different energy based contexts.

CITA builds a catalog for the applications and client-server

approach is used to deploy the code.

These are some of the recent efforts, which can provide

a limited support for context-awareness. Many of these also

rely on CoAP operations, similar to the work presented in this

paper. While CoAP is not most secure solution, it is supported

by many other tools available for mobile systems, which makes

it very popular.

VII. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes Context-Awareness Programming

(CAP) for Cyber Physical Systems and describes its essential

features. CAP combines Python scripts with a Django based

web application to provide autonomous adaptations for differ-

ent contexts. The proposed approach, CAP, is demonstrated us-

ing TelosB sensor nodes and TinyOS software. CAP includes

three essential features, Abstraction, Modularity and Mobility.

In author’s best knowledge this has not been done by any of

the previous works.

The current implementation of CAP is limited to proof

of concept. In the future,It is important to provide faster

adaptation with switching between multiple contexts. Another

future goal would be to include complex data from multiple

devices such as a calendar or activity of a user and recognize

context with such data. Basic machine learning algorithms can

help in recognizing such context with more reliability. Efforts

to evaluate such contribution against existing context-aware

work in embedded systems would be critical as well.

In addition, this work can serve as a building block for a

complete framework to support context-awareness in WSNs.

Such a framework would include management of applications,

resources, and network. Each part proposes its own research

problems. For example, to design resource management, it

may be required to create a dynamic schedule for context-

awareness to provide assurance on deadlines for different

applications.
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